Full Council Minutes April 9, 2015

Meeting Start: 7:00pm
Meeting Location: WES Room

Blues and Shoes Presentation:

Discussion:

- Having alcohol served at an event is excluding a majority of students that cannot legally drink.
- Not funding alcohol for Blues and Shoes now would not make sense as CCSGA has already funded alcohol for other events

Committee Updates:

Outreach: Abe Mamet has been asked to co-moderate the Mayoral Run-Off Debate April 27, 2015 at 7pm at Colorado College in Celeste Theatre. The results for the City Council Debates have John Suthers with a bit less than 50% vote and Mary Lou Makepeace with roughly 25% of the vote. The mayoral candidates will participate in the debate in April. An event was held this morning dedicated to showing that there are residents of Colorado Springs that are under 60 years old. We held the off campus BBQ last weekend with around 125 people, and a few members of the Colorado Springs Community.

Finance: Special events:
EnAct: 240 Conservation, Carbon, and Immunity, 1888.55 for Earth Week
Club Sports (Ultimate Frisbee) 150 for fan bus

Emergency meeting was held Monday on 4pm to decide Butler Center Formal $15,878.35

President and Vice Presidents moved discretionary funds to Special Events funding that are open to all students.

Status of Special Events: $21,049.01 to date

Amount spent to date: $176,279.68
**Student Concerns:** Give/Leave prep is still occurring—with the majority of the work beginning next block. The publication “Student to Student” is coming along well—drafts have been submitted by members of the Student Concerns Committee.

**President’s Committee:** The ‘Political Differences’ Courageous Conversation was very successful. The Courageous Conversation about the ‘Petition to Diversify the Campus Curriculum’ was also well attended—there were, however, no dissenting perspectives. A letter to the editor will be sent to the Cipher next block with a response to the latest Cipher article. A fact check regarding the Cipher article will be sent to the Catalyst—no opinion, simply a check of factual inaccuracies.

**Amendment to establish a CCSCGA Mission Statement**

Last vote: 13-2-0

Amendment vote for the second time:

12-0-0

**Amendment to establish a standing Committee on Awards**

Due to the lack of a 2/3 majority of voting Full Council Members the amendment does not pass with a vote of: 10-1-1

**Resolution of the Colorado College in Support of a Nutritionist on Campus**

Vote to amend the resolution to be titled “Resolution of the Colorado College in Support of a Nutritionist on Campus” pass with a vote of: 11-1-0

Discussion:

- Will this nutritionist be working with Bon Appetit?
  - Yes

- This resolution is positive and would benefit the greater student body
- The Athletic Department as a nutritionist for all varsity athletes

The resolution passes with a simple majority vote of: 11-1-0